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Providence PEC-2 Routing System Programmable Effects
Controller including Power Supply

Model : -

Manufacturer : -

Providence PEC-2 MIDI Switcher Routing System
Programmable Effects Controller including Power Supply and
Velcro Underneath - Ready to go on your PedalboardThe
providence will be packed securely in a generic box and sent
via recorded delivery. Product Description: Here we have the
astounding Providence PEC-2 with power supply. The product
is in very good condition and has been treated very well.
Comes from a pet and smoke free environment. This is a
powerful looper switcher with 5 series loops and 3 additional
loops that can be set as stereo, amp-switcher, and can be
routed independently. This makes the unit extremely powerful
with the ability to also act as a mixer for your effects all with
one press of a button. This unit is built like a tank and is used
by top professionals. Please Note: It has the odd small dent
and tiny scratch at the bottom (see photos). There is also an
insignificant dent that odes not affect the performance, or
playability in any shape or form and you cannot see it when
you stand in front of the pedal. Overall, it is in excellent
operational and cosmetic condition. At &pound;285, it&#39;s
an absolute bargain - the controllers cost &pound;549 new
(from Andertone) Manufacturer&#39;s
Description:Mechanics:A new type of footswitch provides solid
tactile feedback. These switches won&#39;t operate if you
simply rest your foot lightly on them, minimizing the possibility
of accidental switching. A low-profile sloping panel and plenty
of space between switches make switching comfortable and
easy.Power Supply:The power adaptor supplies twice the
required power, and will maintain stable operation even if the
mains supply drops to approximately 80% of it&#39;s rated
voltage. Heat generation is effectively minimized, ensuring
stable operation even in relatively hot
environments.Buffer:The PEC-2 buffer is a proven design that
delivers superior performance in a range of Providence
Custom Products. A high-performance 15-volt DC power
supply ensures broad dynamic range.Although the signal level
isn&#39;t affected, the buffer &quot;fortifies&quot; the
relatively weak guitar or bass signal so that it is less
susceptible to degradation.Separate buffered and
non-buffered inputs and outputs are provided so that fuzz
units and other effects that might exhibit a change in tone if
connected after the buffer can be connected before the buffer
circuit.Tuner Out:The signal received via the buffered input or
non-buffered input is always available at this output for
connection to an electronic tuner.The tuner output is
buffer-isolated from the main signal chain so that a short in
the tuner cable or a malfunction in the tuner itself won&#39;t
affect the main signal.Two Types Of Loops:Series
Loops:Loops 1 through 5 are connected in series. When a
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loop is OFF the corresponding SEND output is muted so that
no signal is sent to the connected effect unit. This eliminates
the possibility of unwanted oscillation due to crosstalk when
high-gain effects are used.All loops are S.C.T (Single Contact
True-bypass) type circuits, so when a loop is bypassed the
signal passes through only a single relay circuit for maximum
reliability as well as maximum sound quality.The switching
circuits used in the original PEC-1 were re-examined and
re-designed to reduce switching noise to an absolute
minimum.Separate Loops:Loops 6 through 8 are independent.
The loop 6 through 8 SEND jacks can also be used as
latching N.C. (Normally Closed) switches, and the loop 6
through 8 OUT jacks can be used as latching N.O. (Normally
Open) switches for remote amplifier channel switching. Even
the ground lines are independent, so you can use these loops
as control switches for multiple devices without having to
worry about ground loop problems.The separate loops can be
used as mute loops, A/B switchers, and for many other utility
functions.When the five series loops aren&#39;t enough for
your system, you can patch the separate loop IN and OUT
jacks together to provide up to eight series loops.Two of the
separate loops can be used together as a stereo
loop.Function Types:MIDI Functions:MIDI IN and OUT/THRU
connectors are provided to allow MIDI communication with
external equipment. The PEC-2 can also be used as a MIDI
pedal.MIDI control change numbers can be assigned to the
switches as required, allowing the PEC-2 to be used in a wide
range of MIDI-based systems.When two PEC-2 units are
connected in the link mode, the MIDI IN and OUT/THRU
connectors of both units can be used.When one PEC-2 unit is
being used with a second PEC-2 in the remote mode, only the
MIDI IN and OUT/THRU connectors of the MASTER unit are
available for use. The SLAVE unit MIDI connectors are not
operational.Mute Function:The PEC-2 mute circuit is located
immediately before OUT-1 and OUT-2. The MUTE switch can
function independently, without being affected by the recalled
program.Two mute disengage modes are provided: Manual,
in which mute is manually disengaged via the MUTE switch,
and Automatic, in which mute will also be disengaged
whenever a program switch is pressed.Memory
Functions:The PEC-2 has 84 independent memory locations
(7 programs x 12 banks).A memory protect function is
provided to prevent accidental changes to the memory
contents.Link Functions:Link Mode: Two PEC-2 units can be
linked to function as an effect controller that will handle up to
16 loops. When the PGM mode is selected, recalling a
program on either unit will recall the same program on the
second unit as well. In the DIRECT mode the loops on either
unit can be directly turned on or off as required.Remote Mode:
One PEC-2 unit can be located on stage while another is in
the wings, and one or the other can be used as a
&quot;remote control unit&quot;. One unit is designated as
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the &quot;master&quot; and the other as the
&quot;slave&quot;, and the settings memorized in the master
unit are recalled.Features:• Accommodates up to 8 effect
units(5 series-connected loops and 3 separate loops).• The
separate loops can be used as latched switches for amp
channel switching.• Up to 84 on/off combinations of the 8
loops can be memorized and instantly recalled as required(7
programs x 12 banks).• Independent mute switching.• Direct
access mode allows each loop to be individually turned on or
off at any time.• MIDI IN and OUT connectors for easy
integration with MIDI control systems.• Link Mode allows two
PEC-2 units to be linked for control of up to 16 loops (the
loops of each PEC-2 unit can be switched individually).• New
footswitches provide improved operation and reliability.•
Remote Mode allows one PEC-2 unit to function as a master
controller for a second slave PEC-2 unit.Please Note: MIDI
program change and control change numbers cannot be
simultaneously transmitted from the MIDI OUT connector. 

Price : £185.00

View product

View website

Availability: This product was added to our catalog on Sunday 03 September, 2017
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